Commercial Stand Mixer
CPM 700
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Adaptability - No matter what's being mixed, this
powerful mixer maintains a constant
speed for flawless food prep.

Durability
Tilt-back head makes adding ingredi- ents or scraping the bowl easier
Pop-up head lifts up for quick attach- ment changes and bowl removal
Made To Perform
- Large 7 quart capacity handles the professional demands of large establishments.
Rotating mixing action provides complete bowl coverage. Flat beater is angled to
cover the whole bowl; whisk is balloon-shaped for maximum aeration; dough
hook is strong enough to knead the heaviest breads.
Easy To Operate
- The pop-up head lifts for quick and easy attachment changes and bowl removal.
This unique feature eliminates the need to put your hand in the mixture to change
attachments or remove the bowl. Also, the tilt-back head makes adding
ingredients or scraping the sides of the bowl much easier.

Heavy-duty attachments made of stainless steel for durability

Full of Safeguards
- ?On? button is recessed to reduce likelihood of the mixer being accidentally
activated. Specially designed safety cut-off stops the mixer immediately anytime
the head is raised. The motor features overload protection to help prevent
overheating.
Specifications:
Standard:
Unit comes with base, 7 quart stainless steel bowl, spatula, flat beater, whisk, and
dough hook
Pop-up head lifts for easy access and
allows for full bowl to be removed by its
handles

Controls: Start & stop switches and rotary speed control dial
Motor:800 W Electrical: 120 V, 60 Hz
Weight:23.00 lbs / 10.43 kg
Warranty: 2 years parts & labor
I 2 of 5:00040094905911
Case Pack Qty:1

Why Buy A Hamilton Beach Commercial Stand Mixer?
DURABILITY- All-metal gears vary speed and torque for superb durability
PERFORMANCE
- Variable speed motor powers through the toughest loads at constant velocity
EASE OF USE
- Tilt-back head makes adding ingredients, scraping sides, changing attachments,
and removing bowl easy
SAFETY- Specially designed safety cut-off feature instantly stops mixer when head is raised
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